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Rolodex
desktop phone directory/dialer
EC -342. Reduces unnecessary "paper pushing" and
saves you valuable time. Locate a name with the
search function or by scrolling with the Rolodex
knobs, then touch a button to dial the telephone
number. 48K memory stores up to 700 business -
contact files with name/company cross referencing.
An advanced 85,000 -word spell checker lets you
enter a word the way it sounds; your spelling is either
confirmed or corrected. A clock/calendar and calcu-
lator complete this handy desktop tool. Has IR link
for sharing files with another EC -342 directory. Re-
quires 4 "AA" alkaline batteries. 65-860 .. 69.99

ROLODEX'

_="lectronic RolodexR directories
We stock electronic desktop and pocket organizers from Rolodex, the company
that sets the standard for office organization. You'll find top -of -the -line models
of these popular and convenient desktop tools as close as your nearby Radio
Shack store.

ei 128K Rolodex with icon menu & expense manager
EC -359. Now you can have the same ease of use in a sophisticated organizer that you
enjoy in your home PC! The LCD displays icons for the functions-just select the icon of
the function you want and press Enter. If you get stuck during operation, press a button
and simple on -screen directions provide step-by-step guidance. Directory entries can be
recalled by individual or company name instantly with the search function or by scrolling.
Expense Manager provides an effortless system for keeping track of your itemized
business expenses. Scheduler with alarm reminds you of appointments. Has month -at -
a -view calendar; dates with appointments are marked. Calculator, digital clock/calendar,
currency converter and electronic memo pad. Built-in transmitter shares data with other
compatible Rolodex directories. An optional PC link will be available by mid '95. Includes
CR2430 battery and backup CR1616 battery. 65-841 139.99

Rolodex
pocket telephone directory
EC -339. A great traveling companion! 64K memory
stores up to "000 expanded records. Large LCD
displays 6 lines and scrolls vertically, each record
having room for up to 60 lines of information! Cross
referenced by name and company. Easy -to -use
search function finds any record instantly.
Four filing categories with data sharing between
files-saves you from having to re -keyboard en-
tries. IR transmitter/receiver shares data with other
compatible directories; or add an optional PC inter-
face and link to your computer. With 1 CR2016 and
2 CR2430 batteries. 65-939 99.99

Portable folding
desktop office by Rolodex
EC -348. Opens up to display the neatly organized
information you need for daily business tasks-
closes to just 95/16x 67/16x 17/a" for carry -around
corvenience. Connect it to the telephone line, and
you can call any number on the speed -dial list with
the touch of a button.
Scroll through files using the Rolodex knob or find
any entry instantly with the search function. 128K
memory stores up to 2000 expanded -entry records.
Built-in IR link shares files with any compatible
Rolodex directory. Includes CR2430 backup battery,
requires 4 "AA" alkaline batteries. 65-840, 149.99
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EC -212 65-830 178 250' Both Both

EC -328 65-944 179 50 Name

EC -331 65-948 179 100 Name 6 Both

EC -339 65-939 177 1000' Both Calendar '
EC -342 65-860 177 700* Both Both 1
EC -344 65-861 179 50 Name Both

EC -348 65-840 177 2000' Both Calendar

EC -353 65-852 184 250 Name 6 Both

EC -354 65-863 178 140 Name ' Both

EC -355 65-864 178 500 Name 6 Both

EC -356 65-865 178 1000' Name Both t 2
EC -357 65-866 178 500* Name Both V t

EC -359 65-841 177 2000' Both Both

EC -361 65-869 178 1000' Name Both t 2
EC -362 65-831 179 50 Name

EC -363 65-832 179 200 Name Both t
EC -364 65-833 179 200 Name Both

EC -365 65-871 178 600' Name Both

'Expanded Entries-see explanation on opposite page. Requires optional PC interface #65-132A (CMC). Requires optional PC interface #65-848 (CMC). tRequires additional accessory (CMC).

Rolodex' is a registered trademark of Rolodex Corporation.


